
TRANSPARENT ENJOYMENT
What makes our Moscow Mule glasses unique 
is their transparency. Unlike the familiar copper 
cups, you can now visually enjoy the beautiful 
colours and layers of your Moscow Mule 
or other cocktail. Watch the ice mix with the 
sparkling ginger beer and fresh lime juice as 
your cocktail comes to life.

SMOOTH OR WITH DIMPLES
We offer two beautiful versions of our Moscow Mule glasses. The 
first version has a smooth exterior for a sleek and elegant look. 
The second version features the characteristic dimples hammered 
inwards, adding a unique texture and flair to your drinking 
experience. Our Moscow Mule glasses are available in both clear 
glass and the more mysterious ‘smoky grey’. 

VERSATILE AND DISHWASHER-SAFE
Our very light Moscow Mule glasses are a 
pleasure to drink from. As they are made of shat-
terproof borosilicate, the glasses are also suita-
ble for cosy hot drinks. Unlike copper mugs, they 
also go in the dishwasher without any concerns. 

There is little as refreshing as a sip of a well-prepared cocktail. Our transparent Moscow Mule glasses are unique 
and add an extra touch of elegance and style to your drinks. 

The Moscow Mule glasses are made of high-quality borosilicate glass, making them surprisingly light to hold, yet 
incredibly durable. You can enjoy your cocktail without worrying about breakage. 

With our Moscow Mule glasses, every sip becomes an intense moment. Add these beautiful glasses to your collecti-
on and make every aperitif moment a special occasion. Cheers!

TOO NICE TO HIDE

MOSCOW MULE



MOSCOW MULE

cook  dine  live

TRANSPARENT

REF 5657001

DIM 11,8 x 9,2 x H 10 cm

EAN PC 5401110199205

EAN DS 5401110199229

CTN 6 DS / 24 CTN

DIM  36 x 34 x H 21,5 CM

HAMMERTONE 
TRANSPARENT

REF 5657002

DIM 11,6 x 9,2 x H 10 cm

EAN PC 5401110199236

EAN DS 5401110199250

CTN 6 DS / 24 CTN

DIM  36 x 34 x H 21,5 CM

BLACK

REF 5657003

DIM 11,6 x 9,2 x H 10 cm

EAN PC 5401110199274

EAN DS 5401110199298

CTN 6 DS / 24 CTN

DIM  36 x 34 x H 21,5 CM

HAMMERTONE BLACK

REF 5657004

DIM 11,7 x 9,3 x H 10 cm

EAN PC 5401110199304

EAN DS 5401110199328

CTN 6 DS / 24 CTN

DIM  36 x 34 x H 21,5 CM


